Abstract. For enterprise decision-makers, it is crucial to timely find technology competitors and analyze competitive situation of industrial technology. A method for discovering technology competitor groups based on graph clustering is put forward to improve the precision of clustering results. The method extracts the text terms of patents to build vector space model, counts the numbers of similar patents of technology competitors and uses LinLog graph clustering tool to mine technology competitor groups. The patent data of Chinese fuel cell was collected to carry out the experiment of this research and the experiment results showed that the presented clustering analysis method is effective.
Introduction
Understanding the development trends and competition situations of industrial technology is very important for enterprises. Traditional competition analysis methods of industrial technology mainly concentrate on the concept, sources and evaluation of regional industrial competitiveness, but it couldn't efficiently reveal competitive relationships as well as competitive intensity among enterprises [1] . According to life cycle theory, when industrial technology has developed for a period of time, some enterprises may gradually focus on specific aspects of industrial technology and the aggregation phenomenon will occur. These enterprises which aggregate to be a group usually have similar industrial technology and are most likely to be technology competitors with each other [2] .
In order to discover valuable information for managers of enterprises to make decision, patent data is usually collected to find technology competitors and their groups by carrying out clustering analysis method. On the one hand, the patent text is the most effective carrier of the latest technical information; on the other hand, patent data is helpful to identify potential competitor and to master the industry competition situation on the whole [3] .
Our method will use graph clustering method to divide technology competitor groups. Because graph clustering methods are becoming more popular and are used more widely in the researchers, and visualization methods can clearly display experiment results of abstract data and simply reveal the rules and logicality hidden in experiment data. For example, Beck [4] developed a more accessible visual analysis system, called SurVis, that is to disseminate a carefully surveyed literature collection. The graph clustering analysis method of technology competitor divides technology competitors into several strategy groups so that competitors in different groups have dissimilar technology, and thus identify competition relationships of technology competitors inside an industry. the central nodes. As a result, longer edges are cut down and nodes with dissimilar traits can't be assigned into different groups. Obviously, the wrong results might be produced if the traditional graph clustering tools are used to discover groups of technology competitors.
LinLog algorithm was first put forward by Noack in 2007 [6] . It is based on force-repulsion model which is designed to produce ideal graphs of visualization clustering. This type of models will group the nodes connected tightly and separate the nodes connected sparsely. Fig. 1 is the compare results of two graph clustering models, Spring model and LinLog model, which is detailed described in the paper of Noack. 
Term extraction method
The earliest research of term extraction was conducted by British scientist Firth, who proposed the context theory in 1957 which emphasized the importance of the context [7] . Up to date, researchers have done many researches and proposed many kinds of automatic term extraction methods. These methods generally can be classified into three categories: 1) Linguistic rule method; 2) Statistical method; 3) Hybrid method.
Linguistic rule method
The methods utilized the information of lexicality and syntax to identify terms by analyzing the special syntax structure of terms context [8] . Frantzi [9] presented a terms extraction method which used the nouns, verbs and adjectives of terms context to improve the accuracy of terms extraction.
Linguistic rules provide a simple method to recognize the term, however they mainly depend on the prior knowledge of human and usually it is difficult to find rules. Especially for open corpora, the styles of word formation are very flexible, so the linguistic rules may not work well because the linguistic rules need to be change very fast to satisfy the situation.
Statistical method
The linguistic rule methods highly depend on the corpora, which bring restrictions to use discovered rules into other corpora and to improve the accuracy of term extraction to a higher level. Therefore, researchers begin to seek some new methods. Statistical methods were presented and used in 1980s, Tseng put forward a method to extract keywords and phrases [10] .
These methods need less manual intervene and have better applicability and adaptivity, such as mutual information, the Log-likelihood, Chi-squared and Z-score method. They are independent of the corpus and dictionary and can be used into patent analysis, but these models are usually complex.
Hybrid method
The hybrid methods were proposed integrate the advantages of above two methods by later researchers. For example, Frantzi [11] proposed the C-value and NC-value method which aimed to extract the term more efficiently and accurately, the experiment results proved the good performance of the hybrid extraction method.
Method
Generally, two organizations or countries are mostly likely to be technology competitors if they have a relatively high number of similar patents [12] . Based on this point, a clustering analysis method is proposed to identify groups of technology competitor by calculating similarities of their patents. The process of discovering technology competitor groups is described as follows: Firstly, an appropriate clustering level is selected from R&D institutions, Provinces or Countries. This is determined by the analysis purposes. Secondly, technology terms are extracted from patent texts and each patent is represented by a feature vector based on vector space model. Thirdly, the similarity matrix of patents is established by calculating the similarity between each pair of patents. Fifthly, LinLog graph clustering algorithm is invoked to discover competitor groups from the created network. The clustering results will be displayed in visualization graphs.
Each patent, say d in document set (d1, d2, .., dn), is represented as a vector with terms as features. 
Definition 3.2 The number of similar patents of each pair of competitors: Denote

Experiments
The Chinese patent data of fuel cell was collected for experiment from the official website of the State Intellectual Property Office of China. In order to obtain the patent data quickly, a patent data acquisition system [13] was employed which could download the description information of patent automatically and storage them into the local database. Totally, 6346 patents were collected via this system.
In order to count the number of similar patents, the patent similarities of each pair of competitors need to be calculated firstly under the selected levels. According to the test results of training data set, the similarity threshold was set as 0.6. Moreover, LinLog graph clustering tools was used to cluster and visualize the groups of technology competitors. In the visual graphs, the node size denotes the number of valid granted patents of technology competitors, while the node color denotes different groups of technology competitors, and the edge width denotes the number of similarity patents between two technology competitors.
The experimental results of three clustering levels are shown as below.
R&D Institution Level
By counting the numbers of valid granted patents, top 20 patent assignees (the first patent assignee) are chosen for graph clustering analysis in R&D institutions level. The results are shown in Fig. 2 . Table 1 . shows corresponding English names of Chinese Names in Fig. 2 . These patent assignees were clustered into two technology competitor groups. Red nodes denote the first group and Orange nodes denote the second group. It is funny to note that the assignees of the first group come from China and the assignees of the second group all come from abroad. 
Province Level
All 22 provinces were chosen for graph clustering analysis in provinces level. The clustering results are shown in Fig. 3 . Table 2 . shows corresponding English names of Chinese Names in Fig. 3 . Two groups of technology competitors in province level are identified. Red nodes denote the first group and orange nodes denote the second group. Yunnan province don't appear on the graph in that it hasn't similar patent with any other provinces under the given similarity threshold.
Country Level
All 22 countries in developing fuel cell technology are chosen for graph clustering analysis in country level. The clustering results are shown in Fig. 4 . Table 3 . shows corresponding English names of Chinese country names in Fig. 4 .
Two groups of technology competitors are discovered. Red nodes denote the first group and orange nodes denote the second group. Fig. 4 shows that China, Japan, America, Korea and German have much more similar patents than other pairs, indicating that these 5 countries are the core technology competitors of fuel cell field in China. Table 3 . Corresponding English Names Of Chinese Names Of Countries In Fig. 4 The Chinese Name
Fig. 4. Clustering results of Countries level
The 
Conclusion
In this paper, a graph clustering method of technology competitor based on patent text terms is proposed. Three levels can be selected depending on the analysis purpose. The Chinese patent data were collected by a patent data acquisition system to obtain research dataset. The LinLog graph clustering tool is used to cluster technology competitors into different strategy groups and to display the experiment results in visualization mode. The experiment results on fuel cell domain testify the effectiveness of the proposed method in clustering technology competitors.
